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What is Sibannacal Life?
Sibannacal Life is a Cultural Movement

Spring Hill, 17.05.2016, 00:22 Time

USPA NEWS - Sibannacal Life is a Cultural Movement that focuses on the Responsible Legal Usage of Marijuana in the State of
Florida and Beyond. Sibannacal Life represents the RESPONSIBLE allowance to smoke marijuana. 

What is Sibannacal Life?

Sibannacal Life represents the RESPONSIBLE allowance to smoke marijuana.

Knowing that, understand that Sibannacal Life is not about just smoking marijuana. It is about the freedom to responsibly smoke
marijuana. It is about the freedom to responsibly conduct ourselves. It is about comfortably being able to have the choice to treat our
children and families who have fallen ill.

It is NOT about the ability to sit at home, not work, and get high all day.
It is NOT about the allowance to drive your car when smoking because you think you should be allowed to.
It is NOT about letting everyone free who broke laws in the past.

This is about creating a group, a lifestyle, a culture around the idea of having the freedom to utilize a substance that shows no harm
and no malice while allowing love, health, mental stability, and peace flourish within our hearts and our worlds. It's about feeling proud
about the ability to do such things in such a responsible level.

- Whether it's eating oysters on the beach or drinking wine at a festival or jogging along a mountainside; that is Sibannical Life.
- Stimulating our minds to do great things while supporting each other along the way; that is Sibannacal Life.
- Seizing each day, one step at a time; that is Sibannacal Life.

- Keeping Opiate addiction to a minimum and allowing adults to treat themselves Naturally instead of Pharmaceutically; that is
Sibannacal Life.

-Minimizing or eliminating children's seizures in a natural and organic way without creating Pharmaceutical addictions; that is
Sibannacal Life.

Growing collectively, as a community, with marijuana responsibly accessible; that, my friends, is Sibannacal Life.
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